The aim of this book is to provide a comprehensive theoretical and practical guide to advanced surgical techniques in the field of plastic-aesthetic periodontal and implant surgery.
The text is divided into three main sections, logically set out as principles, procedures and complications.
Section A comprises six chapters providing a background to the principles of plastic-aesthetic surgery. The chapter on anatomy contains annotated diagrams mirrored with histological views, skull cross-sections and polarised microscopy views to provide a higher level of information and understanding. There is a chapter dedicated to the theory behind microsurgery providing detailed information about the equipment and instruments required. Chapter six provides a very useful section on medical contraindications to elective plastic periodontal and implant surgery, and this is summarised in a concise table at the end of the chapter.
The seven chapters in section B are each dedicated to a particular surgical technique. The chapters all follow a similar layout beginning with theory, which is neatly summed up with a 'key points' section. Each chapter then goes on to provide a handy time management schedule and workplace preparation checklist for each procedure. The last part of each chapter is a series of annotated photographs showing a step-by-step guide for the entire procedure with pre-and posttreatment photographs included. The procedures described include hard and soft tissue augmentation techniques, crown lengthening, socket preservation techniques and implant surgery.
Section C is by far the smallest section of the book and is dedicated to complications. Each potential complication is given its own chapter and finishes with a small table to outline its management. This book's detailed text is skillfully complemented with high quality colour photographs to illustrate techniques and cases. There are many useful adjunctive diagrams, such as those used to convey suturing techniques. The reader can use these diagrams to build up a three dimensional image of the particular technique being shown.
The authors refer to the work of many well renowned researchers throughout the text and relevant references are detailed after the theoretical section of each chapter.
A mention must be given to the striking pink cover, which initially sets this book apart. Regardless, it quickly becomes clear that this impressive book is a valuable reference for those undertaking advanced aesthetic surgical procedures in the fields of periodontology and implantology. In addition, there is excellent scope for further use of the book as a demonstration tool to inform patients. This is a small A5 sized, 63-paged, easy-to-read, excellent reference book. It is split into 13 chapters, which cover topics from prescription writing to antifungal therapy, with topics like management of acute dentoalveolar infections in between. Each topic is covered in enough detail for this book to be useful when in a hurry, as it bullet-points the steps that need to be taken when dealing with a condition, for example what the initial assessment needs to consist of and what further steps, if any, need to be taken. The green boxes in each chapter highlight the different medicinal regimens for each condition and the summary flow charts are brilliant for enlarging and printing off for the rest of the team.
N. Cross

ANTIMICROBIAL PRESCRIBING FOR GENERAL DENTAL PRACTITIONERS
This book is particularly useful as it gives both adult and children's doses and the end of each chapter contains a reference list, allowing you to investigate further if you wish. Although it may seem it is aimed only at general dental practitioners, it also covers what to do in cases of implant placement, creation of oral-antral communications and periodontal surgery, so it would be useful for those practitioners who carry out more advanced treatments.
I found this book to be a good adjunct to the BNF and useful when treating patients. My colleagues have also commented on how handy it is, although one criticism is that it would be easier to navigate if it had side tabs with chapter names as this would assist in finding the appropriate chapter more quickly. Despite this, it is overall a very good and helpful book to have in the surgery and I would recommend that practitioners go and get a copy.
F. Sharif
